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ABSTRACT Facial beauty plays an important role in many fields today, such as digital entertainment, facial

beautification surgery and etc. However, the facial beauty prediction task has the challenges of insufficient

training datasets, low performance of traditional methods, and rarely takes advantage of the feature learning

of Convolutional Neural Networks. In this paper, a transfer learning based CNN method that integrates

multiple channel features is utilized for Asian female facial beauty prediction tasks. Firstly, a Large-

Scale Asian Female Beauty Dataset (LSAFBD) with a more reasonable distribution has been established.

Secondly, in order to improve CNN’s self-learning ability of facial beauty prediction task, an effective CNN

using a novel Softmax-MSE loss function and a double activation layer has been proposed. Then, a data

augmentation method and transfer learning strategy were also utilized to mitigate the impact of insufficient

data on proposed CNN performance. Finally, a multi-channel feature fusion method was explored to further

optimize the proposed CNN model. Experimental results show that the proposed method is superior to

traditional learning method combating the Asian female FBP task. Compared with other state-of-the-art

CNNmodels, the proposed CNNmodel can improve the rank-1 recognition rate from 60.40% to 64.85%, and

the pearson correlation coefficient from 0.8594 to 0.8829 on the LSAFBD and obtained 0.9200 regression

prediction results on the SCUT dataset.

INDEX TERMS Convolutional neural network (CNN), double activation layer, facial beauty

prediction (FBP), feature fusion, softmax-MSE loss, transfer learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

As the saying goes, ‘‘Beauty lies in the eyes of the beholder’’,

facial beauty is an abstract concept and each person’s defi-

nition of beauty is different. As an important research sub-

ject of Artificial Intelligence(AI), face beauty prediction has

a potential application value in social life. For example,

the development of automatic facial beauty predictors can

facilitate the progress of building real-world applications

in digital entertainment such as facial beauty assessment,

facemakeover recommendation system, content-based image
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retrieval, and facial beautification surgery, and etc. [1]–[4].

Nowadays, with the development of AI, Facial Beauty

Prediction (FBP) has received more attention in the last

few years [5]–[7]; while it is also affected by many objec-

tive factors [8]–[10], such as illumination, posture, expres-

sion, makeup, background and also subjective factors caused

by people’s preference, such as aesthetic values, emotional

changes, familiarity and etc.. For FBP task, the most chal-

lenging mainly focuses on the establishment of high-quality,

large-scale datasets; the classification of inter-class similar-

ities and insufficient learning of deep facial features. All of

these factors will not only lead to the difficulty of learning

discriminative CNN features, but also increase the hand-
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craft labeling cost of large standard facial beautiful database

because of the shortage of sufficient data. Currently, most

achievements of FBP are performed on small datasets with

traditional machine learning methods or shallow network

learning methods. The use of large-scale asian female facial

beauty datasets with deep feature learning method has not

been well investigated yet.

In recent years, deep learning architectures could provide

state-of-the-art performance inmany tasks ranging from com-

puter vision [11], [12] to natural language processing [13].

Contrary to traditional machine learning method, in which

the feature is selected and extracted manually by means of

an instruction algorithm, deep learning network can extract

the distinguishing features from the data automatically [14].

These deep networks could overcome the previous barriers by

using large-scale data and the structuring of parallel construc-

tion with high-performance computing techniques, however,

the limitation is that these networks demand sufficient data

and high performance of computational resources to achieve

satisfactory performance. Transfer learning is a good choice

and efficient method that could adapt pre-trained networks to

a desired task domain by means of fine-tuning with domain

specific data [15], which could mitigate the shortage of

existing resources and improve the performance of network,

simultaneously. Recently, transfer learning has been proposed

to develop methods to transfer useful information from one or

more source tasks to a related target task [16]. The existing

experience and theory show that transfer learning can signifi-

cantly improve the neural network’s performance, especially

when there is only a small-scale dataset available in the target

domain [16]–[18].

Themain contributions of this paper are summarized as fol-

lows: (1) A large-scale asian female facial beauty dataset with

a more reasonable distribution was established and utilized

in the experiments. (2) An effective CNN model combining

a novel Softmax-MSE loss function and a double activation

layer is proposed to improve CNN’s self-learning ability on

an asian female facial beauty prediction task. (3) The large-

scale face recognition dataset, CASIA-WebFace, is adopted

to pre-train a face recognitionmodel and then transfer the face

recognition model to the FBP task in LSAFBD. (4) A training

method using multi-channel deep feature fusion is utilized to

further improve the network’s performance.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 gives an overview of the related work.

Section 3 presents the method of structuring an effective

CNN with a novel Softmax-MSE loss function and a double

activation layer. Section 3 introduces the transfer learning

and multi-channel deep feature fusion methods. Section 4 is

dedicated to the conducted experiments and their results.

Section 5 concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

In recent years, FBP has obtained some preliminary results

in machine learning and feature extraction. In the study of

geometric features of facial beauty, Mao et al. [19] first

proposed a method of extracting geometric features by man-

ually marking facial landmarks, and then combined many

kinds of geometric features, such as computing the dis-

tances between two specific facial landmarks, for training

prediction models. Experimental results demonstrated that

Support Vector Machine (SVM) method is more efficient

on FBP. Some ideal facial models were established using

computer software [20], and made further efforts to sum

up four main geometric features which had the greatest

influences on FBP. Also, new geometric features based on

3D face images was proposed [21], and the advantage of a

fuzzy neural network is utilized to improve the performance

of FBP. Zhang et al. [22] mapped faces onto an average

face shape space by using facial landmarks. The results show

that the invariant geometric features of the face were more

favorable to FBP after face shape space had been transformed.

Altwaijiry and Belongie [23] proposed a relative ranking

method of facial attractiveness based on a variety of facial

features, such as: geometric features, gradient image features,

Eigenfaces, etc., which outperformed other relative ranking

methods. Although the geometric features can easily and

intuitively be represented by the ratio between characteristics

of facial beauty, they also have some obvious drawbacks.

In reality, the variety of facial positions and difficulty of pre-

cisely localizing facial landmarks will bring great challenge

to improve the robustness of the geometric features.

Texture and shallow learning features have also achieved

significant progress in the study of FBP. As early as 2006,

Eisenthal et al. [24] used Eigenfaces as features to train

some facial beauty predictors including SVM and K-Nearest

Neighbors (KNN). Their experimental results proved that

facial beauty can be learned from machine computation.

Whitehill and Movellan [25] proposed a method of fusing

image features using Gabor features, Eigenfaces and his-

togram of oriented gradients; as a result, obtained a higher

regression correlation by training the SVM model. To reduce

the background noise of facial images, Gan et al. [26] used an

image mask to preprocess the dataset. Then the preprocessed

images were transformed to Local Binary Pattern (LBP)

feature maps, which were used to train the shallow net-

work Convolutional Restricted BoltzmannMachine (CRBM)

model and extract the shallow facial features. After extracting

features twice, the results of FBP achieved by the SVM

predictor were good. In addition, Gan et al. [27] proposed a

novel feature extraction method using Multi-Scale K-means

(MSK) for facial beauty prediction. The process of MSK

features extraction is that a large number of convolutional

kernels, generated byK-means cluster, were used for initializ-

ing a shallow network to extract features from facial images,

these were then combined with the Multi-Scale K-means

features to train the SVM model for facial beauty prediction.

Yan [28] presented cost-sensitive ordinal regression for fully

automatic facial beauty assessment. The methods above are

all related on how to efficiently extract texture or shallow

features at first, and afterwards the SVM predictor is used

for classification or regression on FBP. This is because SVM
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has powerful ability in classification or regression, but is

not good enough in feature extraction. If the SVM model is

trained using original images with highly redundant data, its

predicted performance would not be suitable for FBP task.

This characteristic limited the deep and robustness feature

extraction, leading to difficulty in training a powerful facial

beauty predictor.

In deep learning methods, CNN [29] provides the end-

to-end learning ability, image features could be simultane-

ously extracted by convolution layers and also classified by

inner product layers during the training process. Compared

with SVM, CNN has more competence in FBP task because

of its deep learning ability. Due to the limit of datasets

available, there are few studies on CNN for a large-scale

FBP task, and the published results presently lack creativ-

ity or practicality. In order to avoid relying on the large-

scale dataset, Gray et al. [30] proposed an unsupervised

training method for the CNN model, which imposed no

restrictions on the face images used for training and testing.

Research based on small-scale of dataset, Xie et al. [31]

established a female facial beauty dataset (SCUT-FBP) con-

taining 500 images, and trained a multi-layers model using

this dataset. Their experimental results show that the pre-

diction performance based on CNN obviously outperformed

the SVM. Xu et al. [32] designed several CNN models

with different layers and all of them were trained by the

SCUT-FBP dataset. Their research shows that the deeper

CNN has had better performance on FBP task. Based on the

deep architecture of the CNN, Xu also proposed a method

to train a cascading fine-tuning deep learning model using

multiple kinds of feature maps, resulting in higher prediction

results achieved than those that were trained by a dataset only

once. Also, Ren and Geng [33] discussed the label distribu-

tion learning for sense beauty. Liang et al. [34] proposed a

regression guide by relative ranking using CNN(R3CNN) for

facial beauty prediction and Lin et al. [35] presented attribute

aware CNNs for FBP. The research above is all based on

small-scale datasets, but Chen et al. [36] used a large number

of experimental data to illustrate the importance of training

datasets for a prediction model. When the scale of dataset is

too small, it often leads to over-fitting in the model training

process, which makes the prediction model not suitable for

practical prediction. In summary, although CNN has more

advantages than traditional methods in FBP; CNN still faces

many obstacles, such as: the small-scale of datasets, efficient

and discriminative feature learning, over-fitting problem, etc.

Transfer learning is a simple technique that could optimize

the parameters of an already trained network to adapt to a new

task. In 2005, the Department of Defense Advanced Research

Projects Agency (DARPA) Information Processing Technol-

ogy Office (IPTO) issued a new transfer learning task: the

ability to recognize and apply knowledge and skills learned

in previous tasks to novel tasks. In this definition, the purpose

of transfer learning is to extract knowledge from one or more

source tasks and to apply knowledge to the target task. Instead

of learning all the source tasks and target tasks at the same

time, the focus of transfer learning is on the target task. In

transfer learning, the roles of the source task and the target

task are no longer symmetrical. Transfer learning techniques

aim to transfer knowledge from previous tasks to a target task

when the latter has fewer high-quality training data.

In general, bottom layer that plays the role in feature

extraction is copied from a pretrained network and kept

frozen or fine-tuned, whereas top level classifier for the

new task was initialized at random and then trained with

a lower learning rate. Fine-tuning is usually better than

training from scratch, because the pretrained model already

has a lot of task-related information. For example, many

researchers [37], [38] recently used a model pretrained

from the ILSVRC dataset to extract visual features from

images and fine-tuned models to improve the final accuracy

of VQA [38] and CUB200 [39] tasks. Many other tasks,

such as detection and segmentation also use this ImageNet

pre-training model from the initial values of the model,

the ILSVRC dataset can be helpful for generalization. Our

approach also uses this fine-tuning technique as our own

initialization methods.

III. PROPOSED METHODS

Currently, the open-source Facial Beauty Dataset is small-

scale relatively, and the largest single-dataset comes from

the [27]. This dataset contains 10,000 labeled images of asian

women and 10,000 images of asian males. In the dataset,

each image has an average label, that is to say, ‘‘1’’ is

extremely unattractive, ‘‘2’’ means unattractive, ‘‘3’’ means

average, ‘‘4’’means attractive, ‘‘5’’ is most attractive. The

dataset is sufficient for traditional testing methods, but is

not suitable for the CNN model, making it difficult to train

powerful models. Based on this dataset, we built a larger

asian female facial beauty dataset that artificially extended

10,000labeled samples, we called it Large-Scale asian Female

Beauty Dataset (LSAFBD).

A. DATASET GROUPING

The LSAFBD dataset with 20,000 images is based on its

original 10,000 images of women, collected from the web

and rated for another 10,000 images of women, according to

the [27]. The dataset grouping is shown in Fig.1. In Fig.1,

we first divided the dataset into eleven groups. Each of the

first ten groups consisted of 990 images, and the eleventh

group contained 100 images of public images. For the first

ten groups, each group had 100 duplicate images. Finally,

the duplicate image and the public image were merged into a

new group from A to J for each new group. Each group was

divided into twenty judges, ten males and ten females. A total

of 200 volunteers participated in the evaluation; most of the

volunteers were students and teachers between the ages of

twenty and thirty-five.

B. SAMPLE IMAGES AND SCORE DISTRIBUTION

The samples of LSAFBD are from the web, the diversity of

collection equipment leads to the varies of image quality,
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FIGURE 1. Face dataset grouping schematic diagram.

FIGURE 2. Sample images on LSAFBD.

FIGURE 3. The score distribution of LSAFBD.

including a wide range of changes in the face image, such

as age, expression, angle, illumination, occlusion, and etc.

As shown in Fig.2, the first row shows the differences among

the inter-classes, while the second row shows the diversity

of the face image; so the LSAFBD is an diversified facial

beauty dataset with great challenge. The classification value

of each sample can be obtained by taking the mean value

of 10 score values. In addition, the distribution of the 5-class

images in LSAFBD is shown in Fig.3. From Fig.3, it can be

seen that the distribution between inter-classes is relatively

uniform, which helps to maintain the balance of the classifier,

and avoids the problem of overall degradation of the classifier

due to excessive learning from a large number of images to a

certain extent.

IV. PRESENTED APPROACH

In this section, we will introduce the effective Convolutional

Neural Network architecture using a novel Softmax-MSE

loss function and a double activation layer for facial beauty

prediction. We also utilized a transfer learning method,

which pre-trains the large-scale face recognition dataset

CASIA-WebFace to learn the features with generalized facial

details, and then transfers the face recognition model to

FBP tasks. Finally, we explored a training method using

multi-channel feature fusion, in which the features were

extracted from different channels and fused by calculating the

mean values.

A. PROPOSED NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

The proposed CNN architecture, as shown in Fig.4, including

five convolutional layers and two fully connected layers,

a loss function and a double activation layer. ‘Conv’ denotes

the convolution layer, ‘AL’ denotes the activation layer, and

maxpooling layer and full connection layer are represented

by ‘MP’ and ‘IP’ respectively. We optimized the architecture

of the CNN through the inner product layer and loss layer.

At the same time, we set the activation function of the first

inner product layer with an activation layer, which is the

combination of Maxout [40] and ReLU [41], to improve the

classification accuracy and the pearson correlation coefficient

of FBP. In the last loss layer, the Softmax-MSE loss function

is used to avoid over-fitting in the model training process.

The input image is a 144 × 144 gray-scale image.

We cropped each input image randomly into a 128 × 128

area for the input of the first convolution layer for training.

The IP1 layer is a 512-dimensional face representation. The

IP2 layer, which has denoted by ‘‘5’’, is used as the input
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FIGURE 4. The architecture of our proposed convolutional network model.

of the Softmax-MSE loss function. The detailed parameter

settings are listed in Table 1.

1) Softmax-MSE LOSS FUNCTION

A cost-sensitive loss function of Softmax-MSE [42] is pro-

posed in this paper. In the training process of the model,

the proposed method will take the loss value to update the

layer parameters and suppress the over-fitting phenomenon.

There are few kinds of loss functions [43] used for CNN,

Softmax and Euclidean are used in non-cost-sensitive learn-

ingmethods and cost-sensitive learningmethods respectively.

For face recognition [44] and facial emotion recognition [45],

which only focus on predictive models, the general use of

softmax loss function will achieve better results; however,

for age estimation regression learning, which has a high

correlationwith predictive results, the Euclidean loss function

forecasting is better. For FBP, the evaluation index should

take into account the prediction accuracy and relevance.

On the one hand, softmax ignores the correlation between

the prediction results, which improves the convergence speed

of the prediction model but reduces the regression perfor-

mance; on the other hand, Euclidean in the quantized facial

beauty prediction label makes the network difficult to con-

verge. In this paper, we propose a novel loss function of

Softmax-MSE that keeps both the advantage of the Softmax

in image classification and the outstanding performance of

Euclidean in regression prediction. The Softmax-MSE theory

formulas are as follows:

Assuming that the number of input neurons in the loss layer

is represented as m, and the input set of loss layer is X={x0,

x1,. . . , xm−1}, the kth neuron output value of Softmax is

defined as:

pk =
exk−max(X )

m−1
∑

i=0

exi−max(X )

(1)

where k ∈ [0,m − 1]. If pk = max([p0, p1, . . . , pm−1]),

then the classified prediction value is k, whereas the regressed

prediction value is expressed as:

ŷj =

m−1
∑

k=0

kpk (2)

TABLE 1. The proposed network parameter setting.

If the batch size of the CNN modle is n, its loss value of

Softmax-MSE is given by:

L =
1

n

n−1
∑

j=0

(ŷj − yj)
2 (3)

where yj, the jth sample’s label, is the expected prediction

value of ŷj. In order to keep the Softmax’s advantage of the

fast convergence in training, the Softmax layer gradient is

also used in the Softmax-MSE layer as:

∂Lj

∂xi
=

{

pi − 1, i = yj

pi, i 6= yj
(4)

2) DOUBLE ACTIVATION LAY

Double activation layer [42] means that the Maxout and

ReLU layer were used jointly. The activation layer is an

indispensable part of CNN, which could provide a one-to-one

nonlinear mapping and improve the nonlinear expression of

the model. Traditional activation functions, such as Sigmoid

and Tanh, have strong non-linear transformation ability, lead-

ing they are widely used. However, the CNN network uses

a multi-layer structure and the backward gradient propaga-

tion will decline very quickly, traditional activation functions

could not mitigate this phenomenon and lead the training

down. To solve the deficiency of traditional activation
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functions, some new activation functions have been proposed

in recent years.

ReLU function is a kind of partial nonlinear activation

function which simulates the operating characteristics of

unilateral activation and sparse activation of biological neu-

rons. ReLU could accelerate the convergence speed of the

network and obtain the results better than the Sigmoid acti-

vation function. In ImageNet’s best image classification net-

work, the ReLU activation function model used in the [46]

converged six times faster than the Sigmoid function. ReLU

functions have been used in many networks, and some

achievements have been made in the fields of image clas-

sification and face recognition; however, ReLU has sparse

and linear activation part which reduces its nonlinear rep-

resentation and classification performance when learning

from samples that are only slightly different from each

other.

To improve the nonlinear performance of activation func-

tion and reduce the gradient decline of traditional functions,

a new Maxout nonlinear activation function is proposed.

It has the characteristics of fitting into any convex function,

so that the network could converge to a better global solution.

The experimental results show that better results are obtained

by adopting theMaxout method in theMNIST and CIFAR-10

(including 10 classes of 60,000 images). In [47], Max-

out activation functions are used to design two lightened

face recognition networks whose adjustable network param-

eters are 1/7 of the VGG (Visual Geometry Group) net-

work. The test results of these on the face recognition

dataset LFW (Labeled Faces in the Wild) are superior to the

VGG network [48].

From the above analysis, we can see that ReLU and Max-

out activation functions have their own advantages. To take

full advantages of them, this paper presents a novel double

activation layer and optimizes the architecture of the CNN

model. As shown in Fig.4, the forward calculation functions

of Maxout, Relu and Loss layer are represented by the unit

Max, Relu and Loss respectively. The double-activated layer

adopts the Maxout+Relu two-layer structure and is con-

nected to the full connection layer. The front full connection

layer is the convolution layer and the last layer is the loss

layer.

B. TRANSFER LEARNING AND MUILT-CHANNEL DEEP

CONVOLUTIONAL FEATURE FUSION

Transfer learning has been widely applied in the field of

deep learning, such as emotion recognition [45], age estima-

tion [49], scene recognition [50], etc., which can improve

model learning performance via pre-training from large-

scale training dataset for the other related task. In addition,

to optimize the training of CNN model, we have explored

a multi-channel feature fusion training method, which is

extracted from different channels fused by means of aver-

aging. The transfer learning and deep convolutional feature

fusion diagram is illustrated in Fig.5.

1) PROPOSED TRANSFER LEARNING METHOD

The purpose of transfer learning is to use the knowledge

of other domains to improve learning tasks in the tar-

get domain [51]. Definition: Given a source domain DS ,

a learning task TS (here is CASIA-WebFace) and a target

domain DT , a learning task TT (here is LSAFBD), the pur-

pose of transfer learning is to improve the learning of target

prediction function f (T (·)) in DT using the knowledge in DS
and TS , where DS 6= DT , or TS 6= TT [51], [52].

From the above definition, the domain is defined as the

following: D = {F,P(X )}, where F = {f1, f2, . . . , fn} is a

feature spacewith n dimensions, fk is a feature, X is a learning

sample, so X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn}, F and P(X ) is the marginal

probability distribution of X. For different domain, the feature

spaces or marginal probability distribution is different. The

task is a pair of T = {y, f (·)}, where y is the label space

and f (·) is a prediction function. From a probabilistic point

of view, f (X) can also be written as P(Y |X ).

As we all know, the excellent performance of CNN relies

on a large amount of training data extremely. However, FBP

task also facing the lack of labeled effective data, which limits

the performance of CNN. In [43]–[45], a transfer learning

method is used to pre-train and fine-tune the model on the

CASIA-WebFace dataset. The main idea of this work is that

the bottom layer of CNN can be used as a universal extractor

for intermediate images that can be pre-trained on a dataset

(the source task, here is CASIA-WebFace) and then re-used

on other target tasks (here LSAFBD), as illustrated in Fig.6.

In this paper, we pre-trained the proposed Net for facere-

cognition task by CASIA-WebFace dataset at first, so that the

bottom layers based on the generalization ability.

2) MULTI-CHANNEL DEEP CONVOLUTIONAL FEATURE

FUSION

In order to further improve the characterization of deep fea-

tures in FBP, multiple channels of images are conducted

to fine-tune, respectively. And then a pair of features are

selected to calculate their mean values in the process of

feature fusion. As shown in Fig.7, the whole training pro-

cess needs two datasets to provide enough training data

for CNN learning, where Conv is the convolutional layer,

IP is fully-connected layer, R, G, B and Gray are repre-

senting all kinds of image channels, respectively. Firstly,

we pre-trained the model using the Gray channel images on

CASIA-WebFace dataset and got a pre-trained model. Then,

process by using the Gray channel images on LSAFBD.

This training method maximizes and retains the generalized

ability of facial features extraction during pre-training from

CASIA-WebFace dataset. After pre-training, it also helps the

FBP model to obtain a better global solution when retraining

in the LSAFBD. Next, based on the above model trained

by Gray images, the remaining channels images using R, G,

B on LSAFBD are successively used to fine-tune the model.

Finally, through testing of experiments, the optimal pair of

channels are selected to conduct the feature fusion and obtain

the prediction results.
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FIGURE 5. Transfer learning & deep convolutional feature fusion.

FIGURE 6. The diagram of the proposed transfer learning.

V. EXPERIMENTS

Experiments are carried out on a desktop computer with an

Intel Core i3-6100, 3.7GHz CPUs, 16GB RAM, a single

NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080, on Windows 10 operation

system. The proposed CNN model was implemented by the

publicly available Caffe Library [43].
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FIGURE 7. Multi-channel feature fusion training flow chart.

FIGURE 8. The result of face alignment.

A. DATA PREPROCESSING

We used CASIA-WebFace and LSAFBD datasets to train

or evaluate the performance of the deep neural networks

proposed in this paper. The former is a large-scale face

recognition dataset developed by the Chinese Acade my

of Sciences, which contains 493,456 face images from

10,575 identities.

Face preprocessing is conducted using theses steps: face

detection, detected landmarks, rotation, scaling, cutting, etc.,

where the (a). After face detection, the facial landmarks

will be detected and used to identify the posture of the

face. It is then rectified by rotating the angle of the image.

We cropped and normalized the original images with the size

of 120 × 120 to 144 × 144, shown in Fig.8 (a) and Fig.8

(b) respectively. As a result, the left eye center coordinate is

(52, 60) and the right eye is (92, 60). Although the aligned

and the unaligned images will have different facial poses,

the change of the angle does not affect facial beauty degree,

so the aligned images are considered to be augmented data.

In the fine-tuning from the LSAFBD, the aligned and the

unaligned images are combined together as a training dataset

for expanding its scale, as the performance of CNN will be

improved by the diversity of the training images. The type

of face detector and facial landmarks detector are chosen

according to [53] and the results are shown in Fig.9.

TABLE 2. The classification results of SVM.

TABLE 3. The regression results of SVM.

B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS BASED

ON SVM

It can be seen from Table 2 and Table 3 that, the prediction

performance of all kinds of features are gradually rising

with the increasing size of dataset. demonstrating the larger

training dataset has contributed to an improve in prediction

performance of the SVM model. In Table 2, the results in

classification task achieved by MSK features indicate that
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FIGURE 9. Impact of network depth.

shallow learning features are better than the early texture fea-

tures such as LBP and LPQ, and etc.. Not only will an image

lose more detail after processed by LBP or LPQ and other

methods, but the results of LBP, LPQ and other methods are

also inferior to the Raw Pixel features. Meanwhile, learned

from the Table 3, the performance in the regression task of

traditional methods like HOG, Garbor, SIFT etc. is inferior

to the MSK, All the results indicated that the details of

facial image play an important role in FBP task, which also

enlighten us to pay more attention to the details information

of facial beauty images.

C. THE IMPACT OF NETWORK DEPTH

All the CNN models in the experiments were trained from

the deep learning framework Caffe [43], and the experimen-

tal dataset is LSAFBD. For deep neural networks, depth

was an important factor of learning more abstract represen-

tations [54]. Many studies have demonstrated that deeper

representations are more effective than insufficiently deep

ones [55]. To evaluate the impact of network depth and

choose the optimal network’s depth, we compared the deep

neural network with three, four, five and six hidden layers,

denoted as Proposed Net3, Proposed Net4, Proposed Net5,

Proposed Net6, respectively.

The experimental result are shown in Fig.9. It can be

seen that from Proposed Net3 to Proposed Net5, with the

increase of the depth, the performance of proposed network

is improved gradually. At Net5, the accuracy of recognition

and regression had reached the highest point. After Proposed

Net5, the increase of the depth performance showed a down-

ward trend.

D. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS BASED ON

SINGLE CHANNEL DEEP CNN FEATURE

In Table 4, the DataSet 1000(Raw) is consist of the un-align

data, the DataSet 38000 is composed of original and aug-

mented data, and the other datasets are the same as Table 2 in

the experiments. The experimental results in this section are

comparable with the previous results based on SVM. The

DataSet 38000 has a total of 38,000 images. The training

set containing 36,000 images is composed of the training set

in DataSet 20000 and its augmented data. The testing set

contains 2,000 images which are the same as DataSet 20000.

In the experiments, besides the proposed Net, there are five

kinds of CNNmodel which reached outstanding performance

in other research fields. The size and channels of the input

images are different between CNN models, because each of

them has different application areas, where the input of the

proposed Net is 144 × 144 gray images.

In these experiments, all the CNNmodels are tested respec-

tively by at least two loss functions for comparison. A suit-

able loss function could accelerate the convergence of the

CNNmodel. At present, Caffe offers Softmax, Euclidean and

other loss layers, which could be integrated into the network

easily. Different loss layers are suitable for different tasks,

where Softmax loss layer is usually for classification task,

and Euclidean for regression task. In this paper, the Softmax-

MSE loss layer was built and added into the Caffe, which

can be used for classification and regression on FBP. All

the experimental results are shown in Fig.11, Table 4 and

Table 5. In Table 4, the column data of DataSet 38000+MSE

indicates that these experimental results are produced by

Softmax-MSE loss layer in network, while the others are

produced by Softmax loss layer. Table 5 shows the regression

results of each model under DataSet 38000, and its measure-

ment by the pearson correlation coefficient.

From the comparison between Table 4, Table 5 and Table 2,

Table 3 in the previous section, it can be concluded that the

deep feature learning method based on CNN is entirely supe-

rior to themethod based on the SVM, including the traditional

and shallow network features prediction results. It is illus-

trated that the image’s deep features are more effective than

the shallow features in FBP. In table 4, NIN_Imagenet and

proposal net reduce image noise after data alignment, slightly

improving the performance. While DeepID2, GoogleNet and

VGG have deep layers and strong anti-interference ability,

Image preprocessing has little effect on the accuracy of align-

ment. The reason why Alexnet can not converge is that the

convolution core of the first layer is large, and the image infor-

mation is lost seriously. In all kinds of datasets, the proposed

network always achieved the best performance. Specially, the

best rank-1 recognition rate is 62.55% and the pearson cor-

relation coefficient is 0.8639. From the experimental results

of CNNwith Softmax-MSE, the classification and regression

performance of all models have been improved. Table 4 and

Table 5 both demon-strate that the loss layer of Softmax-

MSE, combined with the advantages of cost-sensitive proper-

ties of Euclidean and rapid convergence characteristic of Soft-

max, can im-prove the prediction performances compared to

single activation function. The proposed method in this paper

has the edge, and it benefits greatly to FBP task.

Fig.10 shows that, in interval of [10,000, 20,000], with

augmented data, the rank-1 recognition rate is rising sig-

nificantly with the increase of training images. This phe-

nomenon illustrates that the performance of CNN has a

heavier dependent on data scale, but it also provides a solu-

tion to further research on FBP task. It also implying that

the possibility of improving the performance of CNN via

adding more training images. However, it is hard to build a

large-scale facial beauty dataset, which needs a large human
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TABLE 4. Rank-1 recognition results of different CNN model.

TABLE 5. Regression results of different CNN model.

FIGURE 10. Rank-1 recognition results of different CNN model.

labor cost effort and remarkable time. An appropriate data

augmentation method also could mitigate the lack of data.

Fig.11 shows that, in the interval [20,000, 38,000], with aug-

mented data, the per-formances are rising with different data

sizes. Although data augmentation could solve the problem

short of training data to a certain degree, it is not good enough.

In the next section, we will propose a more effective method

with the assistance of CASIA-WebFace dataset for FBP.

As shown in Fig.11, there are four curves including training

and testing characters of comparing between VGG_CNN_S

and the proposed Net, where the training character curves

are transferred by cubic polynomial fitting for smoothing.

They are both trained on DataSet 38000, and the configu-

ration of the solver parameters was set as the same, where

the learning rate, training batch size, iteration were 0.0005,

FIGURE 11. Training accuracy via iteration of VGG_CNN_S and proposed
net.

48 and 400,000, respec-tively. Fig.11 shows that the testing

curve of VGG_CNN_S starts to degrade after about 80,000

itera-tions, and the proposed Net not until after 120,000 itera-

tions. In addition, the training curve of VGG_CNN_S rises

faster, but the accuracy rate is close to 1when itera-tions reach

300,000 times, which indicates that over-fitting appeared in

the model. In contrast, the proposed Net still shows a good

learning state in 400,000 iterations. Experimental results

demonstrate that Softmax loss layer has a faster conver-

gence ability, but will lead the model over-fitting easily.

The Softmax-MSE loss layer can alle-viate the over-fitting

phenomenon, and the proposed network can be trained with

more detail information, and its performance is higher than

the VGG_CNN_S.
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FIGURE 12. Visible results of convolution layers of VGG_CNN_S and Proposed Net.

TABLE 6. Prediction accuracy (%) and pearson correlation coefficient for fine-tuning different layers.

In order to describe intuitively the learning ability of

VGG_CNN_S and the proposed Net, partial visible features

of them are shown in Fig.12. Each feature map is produced

from the convolutional operation result the corresponding

convolutional kernel and its bottom betweenlayer’s output

values. In order to visualize the results clearer, the feature

maps have been normalized. The VGG_CNN_S has a total

of five convolution layers, and its training dataset was with

color images with the size of 224 × 224. The proposed Net

has up to nine convolution layers, and its training dataset was

the gray images with the size of 128 × 128. It is obviously

shown in Fig.12 that compared with VGG_CNN_S, feature

maps in the proposed Net retain more image details. That is

due to the Maxout activation function used in the proposed

Net’s convolution layer, also the activation func- tion of

VGG_CNN_S is ReLU which will cause the sparse result to

lose more image details.

E. TRANSFER FROM SCRATCH VS. FINE-TUNING AND

MULTI-CHANNEL DEEP CNN FEATURE FUSION

To further improve the prediction performance of CNN,

the model will be pre-trained on the CASIA-WebFace dataset

for face recognition first, and then the model was transferred

for learning facial beauty prediction, as shown in Fig. 6.

In this section, Table 6 shows the accuracy and pear-

son correlation coefficient obtained by fine-tuning differ-

ent layers. Bold values indicate the best results. In order

to show the effectiveness of fine-tuning, we have also

pre-trained NIN_Imagnet, DeepID2, AlexNet, GoogLeNet

and VGG_CNN_S on the CASIA-WebFace dataset, and then

fine-tuning the network’s parameter to facial beauty predic-

tion task. In this part, only DataSet38000 was considered to

simply the experiments. The specific fine-tuning prediction

accuracy of these state-of-the-art CNN based methods are

comparison of the proposed network, and shown in Table 7.

Besides, the proposed Net was tested in classification and

regression experiments, and four channels of R, G, B and

Gray were combined to produce the fused features in pairs.

Experimental results are shown in Table 8 and Table 9, where

the testing dataset was DataSet 38000 on LSAFBD.

From Table 6, comparing the difference between fine-

tuning different layers and training from scratch in this prob-

lem, we see that fine-tuning has clearly resulted in higher

values of prediction accuracy.

From Table 7, all the networks with fine-tuning have

achieved prediction accuracy improvement by 3.5%-6.7%.
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FIGURE 13. The network filter banks of the first layer (Left), the middle layer (Center), and the last
layer (Right) learned by fine-tuning proposed network using the LSAFBD dataset.

TABLE 7. Prediction accuracy (%) of state-of-the-art CNN based methods with fine-tuning.

TABLE 8. Prediction results of CNN models with transfer learning.

TABLE 9. Pearson correlation coefficient results of deep feature fusion.

Thus, when the data volume of the target task is insuffi-

cient, fine-tuning could utilize the advantage of large data

volume of similar tasks, to improve the network’s perfor-

mance. Despite all network with fine-tuning have obtained

performance improvement, the proposed Net still shows the

effectiveness and outperformed the state-of-the-art methods.

From the comparison of Table 8 and Table 4, we con-

clude that a model pre-trained by CASIA-WebFace dataset

has an outstanding performance in FBP task, in which

the rank-1 recognition rate reaches 64.85%, and the pear-

son correlation coefficient is 0.8796 by the Proposed Net.

The reason why the FBP prediction results are raising via

transfer learning from other dataset is that the convolution

layers in network had been adequately trained with the

large-scale data, which means the deep feature learning abil-

ity of the CNN has been brought into development com-

pletely. The above conclusion also proves that there is a

relevance between face recognition and FBP, so that the face

recognition dataset can further solve the problem of insuffi-

cient data in LSAFBD dataset. What’s more, the pre-trained

model using the Softmax-MSE layer also achieves better

performance, which again shows that the Softmax-MSE loss

function is more effective for facial prediction applications.

Table 9 shows the fusion results from the combination of

R, G, B and Gray, respectively. The combination of R and

G channel is the optimal selection. The pearson correlation
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FIGURE 14. Comparison between the artificial score and the proposednet score of SCUT.

TABLE 10. Average training time per iteration and testing time per image and model size.

coefficient reaches 0.8829, and performance of pairs between

Gray and the other three channels are also higher than the

prediction results without deep feature fusion in Table 5.

Experimental results show that the deep feature fusion pro-

posed in this paper could further improve the performance

of FBP. Besides, better performances that were achieved by

the combination of R and G channel to some extent expresses

that the color images outperform the gray terms of depicting

the characteristic of facial beauty. This phenomenon is also

consistent with human’s aesthetic standards, in which color

images is normally preferred, compared with gray images.

Thus, the color information of facial images should also be

pay attention in the future study of feature extraction.

F. PREDICTION RESULTS OF PROPOSED NET IN SCUT-FBP

DATASET

In order to validate the effectiveness of the proposed method,

we conducted the expoeriments on the SCUT-FBP dataset to

have insight of the network. For the SCUT dataset, the 50%

discount cross-test method is used to verify the prediction

performance because of the small number of samples. Since

the images from SCUT dataset are more standardized, there is

no operation dealt with it, a total of 5 experiments are carried

out based on the dataset, the number of training set images

in each experiment is 400, andthe test set is 100. The result is

shown in Table 11. Observed fromTable 11, our proposedNet

has achieved 0.92 regression correlation, which is superior

to the prediction result obtained by Cascaded Fine-tuning

training method in reference [30], verifing the advantages of

Proposed Net again. Fig.14 shows the comparison between

manual scoring in SCUT dataset and machine score using

proposed network. It can be seen from the diagram that the

machine scoring curve drawn with solid line is well fitted

with the manual scoring curve drawn by dotted line. The test

results in SCUT database are obviously higher than those in

other databases. The main reason is that the face samples of

the database are basically positive and clear images. There-

fore, in real-time system prediction, positive and clear face

prediction should also be selected as far as possible in order

to improve the reliability of system prediction.

G. THE COMPLEXITY OF DIFFERENT NETWORKS

In this section, we measured the complexity of the uti-

lized deep neural networks in terms of the training time

per iteration during the average forward-backward pass,

the testing time per image during prediction and model size.

Table 10 shows the average training time per iteration with

a batch size of 10 and the average testing time per image by

fusing the classification results for 50 extracted patches and

the model size.

As shown in Table 10, although DeepID2 has the lowest

training and testing time among the five networks, indeed the

Proposed Net’s training and testing durations are 2.8 times

longer than those of DeepID2, the Proposed Net’s rank-

1 recognition rate is higher than that of DeepID2. In addition,

GoogLeNet is almost 1.3 times slower than the Proposed Net

in both training and testing times, which caused by the larger

amount of parameters calculation.

In order to demonstrate the capability of our network as a

powerful low-level and high-level feature extractor, we illus-

trated the network layer weights learned from the retrained

Proposed Net from the LSAFBD dataset in Fig.13. The fig-

ure shows that, the first layer weights are tuned to extract
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TABLE 11. Regression prediction results of SCUT database.

edges blobs but the higher levels are more likely to extract

specific patterns seen in face images.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a Large-Scale Asian Female Beauty Dataset

(LSAFBD) was established. We also proposed an effective

CNN with a novel Softmax-MSE loss function and a double

activation layer to improve CNN’s self-learning ability on

facial beauty prediction task. Moreover, data augmentation

method and transfer learning were used to solve the shortage

problem of training data on facial beauty datasets. Finally,

a training method of multi-channel deep feature fusion is

designed to further improve the performance of FBP. Exper-

imental results show that, compared with the existing state-

of-the-art model, the proposed methods in this paper can

improve the rank-1 recognition rate of facial beauty from

60.40% to 64.85%, and the pearson correlation coefficient

of facial beauty from 0.8594 to 0.8829 on the LSAFBD.

In addition, we concluded that a larger-scale dataset can

effectively improve the prediction performance, including

traditional method and deep learning method for FBP. Data

augmentation and pre-training methods also could improve

the training of model. Furthermore, the image detail and color

information can play an important role in extracting features

of facial beauty. The loss function of Maxout preserves more

image details than ReLU, and the fused features of R and

G are more effective at depicting the color information in

images when compared to the Gray, therefore, resulting in

better results. The promising results in this paper can benefit

the application of facial beauty prediction in practice.
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